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DeTaiLeD session informaTion

All sessions held at Stanford Law School, room assignments available upon arrival

* indicates session chair

friDaY, JuLY 16

9:00-9:15am  Welcome 

 Deborah L. Rhode , e.W. mcfarland Professor of  Law; Director, center on the Legal 
  Profession, stanford Law school, u.s.

9:15-10:45am  Session #1 -- Plenary

 

 1A: Lawyers as Leaders

summary: This panel will explore the role of  lawyers as leaders and the rationale for 
addressing that role in legal education in general and in the legal ethics course in 
particular.  attention will forus on their historical and contemporary contributions, 
and the special challenges faced by lawyers of  color.

 
 Panelists:
 Robert W. Gordon, chancellor Kent Professor of  Law and Legal history, Yale Law school, u.s.

 Geoffrey Hazard, Thomas e. miller Distinguished Professor of  Law, uc hastings college of    
  the Law, u.s. 

 *Deborah L. Rhode, ernest W. mcfarland Professor of  Law; Director, center on the Legal   
  Profession, stanford Law school, u.s.; Paper: “Lawyers as Leaders”

 David Wilkins, Lester Killer Professor of  Law; Director, Program on the Legal Profession,   
  harvard Law school, u.s.

 1B: Roundtable on Legal Ethics in Legal Education: Should it be a Required Course?

summary: This panel will consider the appropriate content for legal ethics instruction and  
the rationale for making it mandatory in legal education, particularly in countries 
that currently lack such a requirement. 

 Panelists:
 Andrew Boon, Dean, university of  Westminster school of  Law, uK 

 Brent Cotter, Dean, college of  Law, university of  saskatchewan, canada

 *Kim Economides, Professor of  Law; Director, Legal issues centre, university of  otago, 
  new Zealand

 Christine Parker, associate Professor and reader, university of  melbourne Law school,   
  australia

 Stephen L. Pepper, Professor, university of  Denver sturm college of  Law, u.s.;         
  Paper: “ethics Theory in the basic required course”
   
 Richard Wu, associate Professor of  Law, university of  hong Kong
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11:00-12:30pm   Session #2 

 

 2A: Access to Justice: Confronting the Roadblocks
   

summary: This panel will explore challenges in making effective legal counsel available in 
different cultural settings in europe, africa, singapore, and the 

 united Kingdom. 

 Panelists: 
 M. Elvira Méndez-Pinedo, associate Professor of  european Law, university of     
  iceland; Paper: “access to Justice in european Law: from Procedural rules on   
  access to courts to substantive social Justice”

 Amari Omaka, Director, ebonyi state university Law clinic, nigeria; Paper: “The Lawyer   
  and his client: a critical View on bail, corruption, and ethics in criminal Justice   
  administration in sub saharan africa”

 *Hannah Quirk, Lecturer in criminal Law and Justice, university of  manchester school   
  of  Law, uK; Paper: “Legal advice and the right to silence: Tipping the balance   
  at the Police station”

 Helena Whalen-Bridge, assistant Professor, faculty of  Law, national university of          
  singapore; Paper: “a criminal Defendant’s right to counsel and 
  Pro bono: an odd couple in the access to Justice arena”

 
2B: Comparative Studies in Lawyer Deviance and Discipline: Canada, Australia,    

New Zealand, and the United States
   

summary: This panel will explore the different ways that lawyer misconduct is handled in 
english-speaking countries with somewhat similar legal systems. 

 Panelists:
 *Richard Abel, michael J. connell Professor of  Law (emeritus), ucLa school of  Law, u.s.

 Donna Buckingham, associate Professor, faculty of  Law, university of  otago, 
  new Zealand

 Kim Economides, Professor of  Law; Director, Legal issues centre, university of  otago,   
  new Zealand 

 Linda Haller, senior Lecturer, university of  melbourne Law school, australia

 Selene Mize, faculty of  Law, university of  otago, new Zealand

 Alice Woolley, associate Professor, faculty of  Law, university of  calgary, canada
   
 
 2C: Confidentiality and Conflicts of Interest
   

summary: This panel will focus on current issues raised by rules governing  confidentiality   
and conflicts of  interest in europe, canada, and the united states.  

 Panelists:
 Rebecca Aviel, assistant Professor, university of  Denver, sturm college of  Law, u.s.;   
  Paper: “resolving confidentiality conflicts”

 Jonathan Goldsmith, secretary general, council of  bars and societies of  europe

 *Donald B. Hilliker, of  counsel, mcDermott, Will & emery, chicago, u.s.

 Nancy Moore, Professor of  Law and nancy e. barton scholar, boston university    
  school of  Law, u.s.

 Ramon Mullerat , obe, former President of  the council of  the bars and Law socities of  the   
  european union (ccbe); KPmg abogados, barcelona, spain 
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 Paul D. Paton, Professor of  Law; Director, ethics across the Professions initiative,   
   university of  the Pacific, mcgeorge school of  Law, u.s.

 
 2D: Legal Culture and Legal Ethics
   

summary: This panel will address cultural influences on legal practice in northern ireland, 
germany, and the united states. 

 Panelists:
 *Kieran McEvoy, Professor of  Law and Transitional Justice, Queen’s university, belfast 
  school of  Law, northern ireland; Paper: “Lawyers under Pressure:    
  Professionalism, conflict and the culture of  Quietism in northern ireland”

 Gabriele Plickert, research fellow, Program on the Legal Profession, harvard Law   
  school, u.s.; Paper: “What rules the ethical rule? a snapshot of  Legal cultures in  
  the united states and germany”
 
 
 2E: Legal Ethics and Constitutional Values

summary: This panel will look at how issues of  free speech, national security, and effective  
assistance of  counsel play out in various legal practice settings. 

 Panelists:
 Kathleen Clark, Professor of  Law, Washington university Law school, u.s.;    
  Paper: “congress’s right to counsel in intelligence oversight”

 Renee Newman Knake, assistant Professor of  Professional responsibility, michigan state  
  university college of  Law, u.s.; 
  Paper: “attorney advice and the first amendment

 *Peter S. Margulies, Professor of  Law, roger Williams university school of  Law, u.s.;  
  Paper: “changing of  the guard: national security Decisions, the obama 
  administration, and Transitional Legal ethics”

 Rachel Spencer, Director, Professional Programs, university of  south australia school of   
  Law, australia; Paper: “Legal ethics and the media: are the ethics of  Lawyers and  
  Journalists irretrievably at odds?”  

 
2F: The Global Law Firm: Relationships of Trust and Regulation of the Legal Profession  

in the 21st Century
   

summary: This panel will consider how professional and cultural values play out in the 
 structure of  contemporary legal practice. 

 Panelists:
 Susan Fortney, Paul Whitfield horn Professor of  Law, Texas Tech university school of  Law,  
  u.s.; Paper: “changing Times, changing controls, changing culture, and changing  
  conduct in Law firms”

 Russell G. Pearce, faculty Director, institute on religion, Law, and Lawyers’ Work, fordham  
  university school of  Law, u.s.

 Laurel S. Terry, harvey a. feldman Distinguished faculty scholar and Professor   
  of  Law, Penn state university Dickinson school of  Law, u.s.

 *Robert Vischer, associate Professor, university of  st. Thomas school of  Law, u.s.; 
  Paper: “Trust and the global Law firm: are relationships of  Trust still central to  
   the 21st century Legal Profession?”

 Brad Wendel, Professor of  Law, cornell university Law school, u.s.

DeTaiLeD session informaTion continued
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DeTaiLeD session informaTion continued

12:45-1:45pm       Session #3 -- Lunch
   
 Keynote speaker: Carolyn Lamm, President, american bar association   

2:00-3:30pm        Session #4

 
 4A: Cause Lawyering
   

summary: This panel will explore issues in educating, socializing, inspiring, and subsidizing 
lawyers working for social causes and underrepresented groups in different cultural 
settings.  

 Panelists:
 Susan Carle, Professor of  Law, american university, Washington college of  Law, u.s.;   
  Paper: “Legal ethics and structural change: a case study”

 Mae C. Quinn, Professor of  Law; co-Director, civil Justice clinic, Washington    
  university Law school, u.s.; Paper: “Teaching Public citizen Lawyering: notes from  
  the road of  aspiration to inspiration”

 Rebecca Sandefur, assistant Professor of  sociology and (by courtesy) Law, stanford   
  university, u.s.; Paper: “The Private subsidy of  Public-serving Lawyers”

 *Hilary Sommerlad, Director, centre for Diversity in the Professions, Leeds metropolitan   
  university, uK; Paper: “neo Liberal governance and the crisis of  ethics: The case of   
  Legal aid reform in england and Wales”

 Limor Zer-Gutman, Lecturer, The college of  management academic studies, school of  Law,   
  israel; Paper: “The israeli bar v. cause Lawyering and Legal education clinics”

 
 4B: Ethics Under Pressure: Changing Regulation of Global Law Practice
   

summary: This panel will offer perspectives on the regulation of  legal practice in the united  
states and united Kingdom, and its implication for global law firms and the 
delivery of  legal services. 

 Panelists:
 *Andrew Boon, Dean, university of  Westminster school of  Law, uK

 Anthony E. Davis, Partner, hinshaw & culbertson, new York, u.s.; Paper: “regulation of  the  
  Legal Profession in the united states and the future of  global Law Practice”

 John Flood, Professor of  Law & sociology, university of  Westminster school of  Law, uK

 Judith L. Maute, William J. alley Professor of  Law, university of  oklahoma college of    
  Law, u.s.; Paper: “implementation of  the u.K. Legal services act (2007) and its 
  Potential impact There and afar: a gaze into the future”

 Daniel Muzio, senior Lecturer in employment relations, Leeds university business school, uK

 
 4C: Global Approaches to Legal Ethics in Class Actions
   

summary: This panel will explore the growing interest in lawyer-driven class action litigation  
in australia, canada and europe, and the lessons that can be drawn from the 
american experience. 

 Panelists:
 Peter Cashman, Kim santow chair in Law & social Justice; Director of  social Justice   
  Program, university of  sydney, australia 
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 Deborah R. Hensler, Judge John W. ford Professor of  Dispute resolution; associate Dean   
  for graduate studies, stanford Law school, u.s.

 *Jasminka Kalajdzic, assistant Professor, faculty of  Law, university of  Windsor, canada

 Nancy Moore, Professor of  Law and nancy e. barton scholar, boston university school of    
  Law, u.s.

 Lorne Sossin, Dean, osgoode hall Law school, York university, canada    

 Ianika Tzankova, senior associate, nauta Ditilh; Professor, Tilburg university, netherlands

 
 4D: Legal Ethics and Professionalism in Legal Education: Global Collaboration
   

summary: This panel will discuss innovative approaches to teaching professionalism in legal 
education in different cultural settings. 

 Panelists:
 Charlotte Alexander, Deputy Director, national institute for Teaching ethics and    
  Professionalism, georgia state university college of  Law, u.s. 

 *Clark D. Cunningham, W. Lee burge Professor of  Law & ethics, georgia state university   
  college of  Law, u.s. 

 Nigel Duncan, Principal Lecturer, The city Law school, city university London, uK

 Paul Marharg, Professor of  Legal education, northumbria Law school, uK
  
 
 4E: Legal Practice and Business Imperatives: Reintegrating Ethics into Economics and Law
   

summary: building on work on the ethical foundations of  economics and on the moral content 
of  lawyering, this panel will explore approaches to law practice that take seriously  
both its business aspects and ethical commitments. The central premise is that if  

 economic exchanges and jurisprudence have significant moral dimensions, then 
law practice as a business necessarily entails substantial moral responsibility. 

 Panelists:
 David Luban, frederick J. haas Professor of  Law & Philosophy, georgetown Law center, u.s.

 *Russell G. Pearce, faculty Director, institute on religion, Law, and Lawyers’ Work, fordham  
  university school of  Law, u.s.  

 William H. Simon, arthur Levitt Professor of  Law; everett b. birch Professor in Professional   
  responsibility, columbia Law school, u.s.

 Eli Wald, charles W. Delaney, Jr. associate Professor of  Law, university of  Denver, sturm   
  college of  Law, u.s.

  
3:45-5:15pm      Session #5
  
 
 5A: A Modern Legal Ethics:  Author Meets Critics
   

summary: This panel will explore the ethical issues raised by Daniel markovits’ book A Modern 
Legal Ethics: Adversary Advocacy in a Democratic Age. Particular attention will focus 
on issues or role morality and the contributions of  philosophical approaches to   
dilemmas of  legal practice.

 Panelists:
 Gregory Cooper, associate Professor; Director, society and the Professions, Washington and  
  Lee university Law school, u.s.

DeTaiLeD session informaTion continued
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 Tim Dare, associate Professor, Department of  Philosophy, university of  auckland, new   
  Zealand

 David Luban, frederick J. haas Professor of  Law & Philosophy, georgetown Law center, u.s.

 Daniel Markovits, Professor of  Law, Yale Law school, u.s.

 *Brad Wendel, Professor of  Law, cornell university Law school, u.s.

 Alice Woolley, associate Professor, faculty of  Law, university of  calgary, canada 

 
 5B: Regulating Legal Practice: Global Perspectives      
   

summary: This panel will focus on current regulatory issues and lessons that can be drawn 
from experiences in australia, the united Kingdom, and the united states. 

 Panelists:
 Lawton P. Cummings, assistant Professor of  Law, Washington & Lee university Law school,   
  u.s.; Paper addressing the financial action Task force and the Know Your 
  client rules

 *Stephen Gillers, emily Kempin Professor of  Law, new York university Law school, u.s. 

 Ted Schneyer, milton o. riepe Professor of  Law, university of  arizona, James e. rogers   
  college of  Law, u.s.; Paper: “if  the major reforms in the regulation of  Law    
  Practice that are underway in the u.K. and australia are considered for adoption   
  in the u.s., Will the substantial Literature on organizational and regulatory Theory  
  That informed the Policymaking Process in Those countries get similar attention?”

 
 5C: Legal Ethics Education in Cultural Context
   

summary: This panel will explore the challenges of  teaching legal ethics and moral and 
professional development in different cultural and clinical settings, including 
nigeria and singapore. 

 Panelists:
 Sampson Erugo, senior Lecturer in Law; coordinator, clinical Legal education Programme,   
  abia state university, uturu, nigeria; Paper: “Teaching ethics in a clinical Legal   
  education Programme: The nigerian experience” 

 Ernest Ojukwu, Deputy Director-general and head, nigerian Law school, nnanami    
  campus; Paper: “Teaching ethics in a clinical Legal  education Programme: The   
  nigerian experience” 

 Kevwe Omoragbon, university of  ibadan, nigeria; Paper: “Teaching ethics in a clinical   
  Legal education Programme: The nigerian experience” 

 Seow Hon Tan, associate Professor of  Law, singapore management university, singapore;   
  Paper: “Law school and the making of  the Law student into a Lawyer”

 *Leah Wortham, Professor, catholic university of  america, columbus school of     
  Law, u.s.; Paper: “Teaching Legal ethics in a corrupt Legal system”

 
 5D: Professional Values
   

summary: This panel will consider the different ways that ethical values and reputational  
interests could and should affect the practice of  law and the regulation of  
lawyers. 
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 Panelists:
 Rakesh K. Anand, associate Professor, syracuse university college of  Law, u.s.; Paper:   
  “advancing understanding of  the cultural study of  the Lawyer: Philosophical   
  claims and comparative normative inquiries”   

 Rob E. Atkinson, Jr., ruden, mcclosky Professor, florida state university college of  Law,   
  u.s.; Paper: “assessing the foundations of  neo-classical Professionalism in Law   
  and business: remodeling the Temple, Phase ii”

 Emily Hughes, associate Professor of  Law, Washington university Law school, u.s.;    
  Paper: “mitigating ethics” [with particular attention to capital defense teams]

 *Selene Mize, faculty of  Law, university of  otago, new Zealand; Paper addressing    
  the ways in which the reputation of  the profession should (or shouldn’t) be    
  taken into account in decision-making by professional societies

 Stephen L. Pepper, Professor, university of  Denver sturm college of  Law, u.s.;    
  Paper: “Three Dichotomies in Lawyers’ ethics”

  
 5E: Social and Organizational Psychology
   

summary: This panel will explore how organizational dynamics affect lawyers’ ethical 
 conduct and how professional regulatory structures should respond.  

 Panelists:
 John Briton, Legal services commissioner, Queensland, australia

 Elizabeth Chambliss, Professor of  Law; co-Director, center for Professional Values    
  and Practice, new York Law school, u.s.

 John Darley, Warren Professor of  Psychology, Princeton university, u.s.

 Christine Parker, associate Professor and reader, university of  melbourne Law    
  school, australia

 *Milton C. Regan, Professor of  Law; co-Director, center for the study of  the Legal    
  Profession, georgetown Law center, u.s.

 5F: Technology and Outsourcing
   

summary: This panel will address the opportunities and challenges created  by technological 
advances in the delivery of  legal services and the outsourcing of  legal tasks 
across jurisdictional boundaries.  

 Panelists:
 Swethaa Ballakrishnen, research fellow, Program on the Legal Profession, harvard Law   
  school, u.s.

 Vikramaditya S. Khanna, Professor of  Law, university of  michigan Law school, u.s.;    
  Paper: “exploring the effects of  Legal Process outsourcing to india”  

 Cassandra Burke Robertson, assistant Professor, case Western reserve university    
  school of  Law, u.s.;
  Paper: “organizational behavior and international Legal outsourcing”  

 Mark Ross, Vice President of  Legal services, integreon 

 *Carole Silver, Professor; Director, Law school survey of  student engagement, indiana   
  university maurer school of  Law, u.s.

 David Wilkins, Lester Killer Professor of  Law; Director, Program on the Legal    
  Profession, harvard Law school, u.s. 
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SATURDAY, JULY 17

9:00-10:30am    Session #6
  

 6A: Conflicts of Interest and Contingency Fees
   

summary: This panel will explore how lawyers’ conflicts of  interest, particularly those arising 
in contingent fee arrangements, can compromise the delivery of  legal services, 
and what structural reforms might be appropriate. 

 Panelists:
 Simon Chester, Partner, heenan blaikie, Toronto, canada; Paper comparing how tight   
  markets for legal resources may affect the application of  conflict of  interest   
  principles

 *Nora Freeman Engstrom, assistant Professor of  Law, stanford Law school, u.s.; 
  Paper: “run-of-the-mill Justice”

 Annette Morris, Lecturer, cardiff  university Law school, uK; 
  Paper: “claims for sale: injured ethics?”

 Adam Shajnfeld, Law clerk, The honorable Paul c. huck, u.s. District court for the    
  southern District of  florida, u.s.; Paper: “a critical survey of  the Law, ethics,   
  and economics of  attorney contingent fee arrangements”

6B:  Heroic Lawyering: Should Political Liberalism Be A Collective     
Ethics for Lawyers Worldwide?

summary: This panel will address the ways in which liberal ideals have influenced lawyers’  
defense of  fundamental human rights and social justice in both historical and 
contemporary contexts.  

 Panelists:
 Linda Haller, senior Lecturer, university of  melbourne Law school, australia; 
  Paper: “Political Liberalism as an ethical ideal: comparative and historical evidence  
  on Lawyers and the fight for basic Legal freedoms”

 *Terence Halliday, research Professor, american bar foundation, u.s.; 
  Paper: “Political Liberalism as an ethical ideal: comparative and historical evidence  
  on Lawyers and the fight for basic Legal freedoms”

 David Luban, frederick J. haas Professor of  Law & Philosophy, georgetown Law center, u.s.;  
  Paper: “guantanamo Lawyers under fire” 
  

 6C: Rural Lawyering    
   

summary: This panel will focus on the challenges of  delivering legal services in rural contexts 
in australia and the united states. 

 Panelists:
 Caroline Hart, Lecturer in Law, university of  southern Queensland, australia; Paper: “The   
  sustainability of  regional, rural and remote area Practice in Queensland”

 *Reid Mortensen, Professor, faculty of  business and school of  Law, university of  southern   
  Queensland, australia; 
  Paper: “bush Lawyers in australia: a biographical survey of  ethics”

 Lisa R. Pruitt, Professor of  Law, university of  california, Davis school of  Law, u.s.;    
  Paper: “Lawyering in rural america: an agenda for research”
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 6D: Legal Ethics in China and Japan

summary: This panel will focus on the emerging issues of  legal and judicial ethics, and the 
rule of  law in Japan and china. 

 Panelists:
 Kay-Wah Chan, senior Lecturer, Department of  business Law, macquarie university,   
  australia; Paper: “Justice system reform and Legal ethics in Japan” 

 Lawrence K. Hellman, Dean and Professor of  Law, oklahoma city university school of  Law,   
  u.s.

 *Judith A. McMorrow, Professor of  Law, boston college Law school, u.s.; 
  Paper: “creation of  Professional identity in the chinese Legal Profession” 

 Michael Santoro, associate Professor, rutgers university business school, u.s.; Paper:“The   
  role of  foreign business Lawyers in Promoting the rule of  Law in china”

 Richard Wu, associate Professor, faculty of  Law, university of  hong Kong;     
  Paper: “Judicial ethics in the People’s republic of  china: challenges and reforms”

 6E: Legal Ethics and Professional Development in Cultural Context
   

summary: This panel will focus on strategies for encouraging continuing education in legal 
ethics, and developing models of  ethics education and regulation that cut across 
cultural contexts. 

 Panelists:
 *Richard Devlin, Professor, schulich school of  Law, Dalhousie university, canada;    
  Paper; “Lifelong Learning, continuing Professional Development and Legal ethics   
  education” 

 Jocelyn Downie, Professor, faculties of  Law & medicine; canada research chair in health   
  Law & Policy, schulich school of  Law, Dalhousie university, canada; 
  Paper;  “Lifelong Learning, continuing Professional Development and Legal ethics   
  education” 

 Philip Genty, clinical Professor of  Law, columbia Law school, u.s.; Paper: “The challenges   
  of  Developing cross-contextual Legal ethics education and 
  Professional regulation”

6F: Professional Regulation: Cross-Cultural Perspectives on the Role of Courts, 
Professional Bodies, and Rules Governing Ethical Conduct    

   
summary: This panel will examine the role of  courts, professional rules, and regulatory   

structures in governing lawyer conduct.  

 Panelists:
 *Renee Newman Knake, assistant Professor of  Professional responsibility, michigan state   
  university college of  Law, u.s.; Paper: “The united states supreme court’s 
  increased attention to Professional responsibility issues: mere coincidence or   
  something more?”

 Suzanne LeMire, Lecturer, Law school, university of  adelaide, australia; 
  Paper addressing the conception of  independence in the professional conduct   
  rules and court decisions in australia, the uK, and canada 

 Lisa Webley, faculty member, university of  Westminster, school of  Law, uK; Paper: “The   
  role of  Professional bodies in the regulation of  Professional Development    
  of  solicitors and family mediators in england and Wales”
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 6G: The Advocate’s Role in Adversarial and Non-Adversarial Contexts

summary: This panel will offer cross-cultural perspectives on the role of  lawyers in various  
adversarial and alternative dispute resolution settings in australia and the united 
states. 

 Panelists:
 Judy Gutman, faculty of  Law and management, La Trobe university school of  Law, australia;  
  Paper: “Legal ethics in the Time of  non-adversarial Justice: Transformation and   
  Turbulence”

 *Geoffrey Hazard, Thomas e. miller Distinguished Professor of  Law, uc hastings college of    
  the Law, u.s.; Paper: “noT: against advocacy”

 Dana Remus Irwin, Professor of  Law, franklin Pierce Law center, u.s.; 
  Paper: “noT: against advocacy”

 Bobette Wolski, associate Professor (Law), bond university, australia; 
  Paper: “an analysis of  the factors affecting the ethics of  Legal representatives in   
  mediation, ideally and in Practice”
  

10:45-12:15pm   Session #7
  
 
 7A: A Model for International Choice of Law and Coordination of Attorney Regulation
   

summary: This panel will address issues related to choice-of-law dilemmas in global legal 
practice, focusing on contexts in which inconsistent rules apply to attorney 
conduct. 

 Panelists: 
 Stephen Denyer, Partner, allen & overy, germany

 Catherine A. Rogers, Professor of  Law, Penn state university Dickinson school of  Law, u.s. 

 *Laurel S. Terry, harvey a. feldman Distinguished faculty scholar and Professor of  Law,   
  Penn state university Dickinson school of  Law, u.s. 

 
 7B: Judicial Ethics: Contemporary Challenges 

summary: This panel will explore issues of  judicial impartiality, independence, and ideology  
 and the impact of  various structures governing the selection and regulation of  the   
 bench. 

 Panelists:
 David Applebaum, Professor of  history, rowan university, u.s.; Paper: “cause Judges and   
  Judicial ethics: The first strike of  the syndicat de la magistrature in france”

 Dmitry Bam, fellow, center on the Legal Profession, stanford Law school, u.s.; 
  Paper: “making appearances matter: Judicial impartiality, Disqualification, and the  
  appearance of  bias”

 Sarah Cravens, associate Professor, university of  akron school of  Law, u.s.; Paper    
  addressing the ethical propriety of  the use of  judicial opinions to state    
  disagreement with the current status of  the law that governs the case 
  before the judge

 *Keith Swisher, assistant Professor, Phoenix school of  Law, u.s.; 
  Paper: “re-election of  Judges and the Denial of  Due Process”
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 7C: Lawyers and Clients: Case Histories 

summary: This panel will present results of  empirical research on lawyer-client relationships 
in germany, and the experience of  african-american lawyers in Louisiana. 

 Panelists:
 Matthias Kilian, senior Lecturer; Director, soldan institute for Law & Practice management,   
  university of  cologne, germany; Paper: “Lawyers and clients: results of  an 
  empirical study” 

 *Okechukwu Oko, Professor, southern university Law center, u.s.; Paper: “Practicing Law   
  from the edges: The Practice conditions of  african-american Lawyers in Private   
  Practice in Louisiana”

 7D:  Lawyers in Practice:  Ethical Decision Making in Context

summary: This panel will focus on the ethical issues that arise in particular practice areas 
and the ethical rules, substantive law, and contextual factors that influence 
lawyers’ conduct. The panelists will focus on the practice areas of  corporate 
litigation, prosecution, immigration, and tax.

 Panelists: 
 Elizabeth Chambliss, Professor of  Law; co-Director, center for Professional Values and   
  Practice, new York Law school, u.s.

 Bruce Green, Louis stein Professor; Director, stein center, fordham university school of    
  Law, u.s. 

 Kimberly Kirkland, Professor of  Law, franklin Pierce Law center, u.s.

 *Leslie Levin, Professor of  Law, university of  connecticut school of  Law, u.s.

 Tanina Rostain, Professor of  Law; co-Director, center for Professional Values and Practice,   
  new York Law school, u.s.

 Ellen Yaroshefsky, clinical Professor of  Law; Director, Jacob burns center for ethics in the   
  Practice of  Law, benjamin n. cardozo school of  Law, Yeshiva university, u.s. 

 7E: Pro Bono Services:  Confronting the Challenges

summary: This panel will offer cross-cultural perspectives on pro bono service, and the 
 impact of  economic forces, demographic factors, regulatory structures, and law 

firm policies. 

 Panelists:
 Stephen Daniels, senior research Professor, american bar foundation, u.s.; 
  Paper: “The challenges of  Pro bono in a Declining economy: The effects of  Law   
  firm restructuring on the Provision of  Pro bono services”

 *Robert Granfield, Professor and chair, Department of  sociology, university of  buffalo,   
  state university of  new York, u.s.; Paper: “The social structure of  ethical 
  obligation: how race, gender, and Workplace context affect Delivery of  Pro bono   
  Legal services”

 Joanne Martin, american bar foundation, u.s.; 
  Paper: “The challenges of  Pro bono in a Declining economy: The effects of  Law   
  firm restructuring on the Provision of  Pro bono services”

 Deborah L. Rhode, ernest W. mcfarland Professor of  Law; Director, center on the Legal   
  Profession, stanford Law school, u.s.; 
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  Paper: “managing Pro bono: Doing Well by Doing better” 

 Maria Twomey, national Pro bono resource centre, australia; Paper on australian 
  efforts to facilitate access to justice through both “carrot” and “stick” approaches 

 
 7F: The Duty of Loyalty and Competing Interests, Part I

summary: This panel will view duties of  loyalties and public service based on experiences in  
canada, australia, and the united states.

 Panelists:
 *Richard Devlin, Professor, schulich school of  Law, Dalhousie university, canada

 Adam Dodek, associate Professor, faculty of  Law, university of  ottawa, canada; 
  Paper: “conflicted identities: The Duty of  Loyalty in canada”

 John Dzienkowski, Dean John f. sutton Jr. chair in Lawyering and the Legal Process,   
  university of  Texas at austin Law school, u.s.; Paper: “reforming the ethics rules to  
  reduce Disincentives for Public interest Lawyering”

 Kath Hall, senior Lecturer in Law, australian national university college of  Law, australia;   
  Paper: “Duty of  Loyalty or Duty of  good faith? What corporate Law has to Tell us   
  about Lawyers’ Duties to Their clients”

 Kay Lauchland, associate Professor of  Law, bond university, australia

12:15-1:15pm     Lunch (Opportunities for Affinity Groups) 

1:30-3:00pm     Session #8

 8A: Challenges in Representing Clients with Diminished Capacity

summary: This panel will look at approaches for lawyers representing clients with diminished  
capacity. one topic will be a proposed “relationship-centered approach” to dealing 
with clients with fetal alcohol spectrum Disorder. in addition, the panel will discuss 
the ethical principles and guidelines considered and agreed upon by a committee 
addressing the problem in  australia.    

 Panelists:
 David Boulding, consultant, british columbia, canada; Paper: “ethical issues in representing  
  clients with cognitive challenges: a relationship-centered approach”

 *Susan Brooks, associate Dean for experiential Learning; associate Professor of  Law, Drexel  
  university, earle mack school of  Law, u.s.; Paper: “ethical issues in representing   
  clients with cognitive challenges: a relationship-centered approach”

 Jonathan Wells, barrister, hanson chambers, adelaide, south australia; 
  Paper: “The ethical response of  the Lawyer to Doubts about client capacity”

 8B:  Comparative Judicial Ethics

summary: This panel will offer comparative perspectives on creating norms  and structures for  
judicial ethics. 

 Panelists:
 *Michele Benedetto Neitz, associate Professor of  Law, golden gate university school of  Law,  
  u.s.; Paper addressing the role of  juvenile court judges in the united states 

 Yasutomo Morigiwa, Professor, nagoya university graduate school of  Law, Japan 
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 Brad Wendel, Professor of  Law, cornell university Law school, u.s.
 8C: Ethics in Practice: Contemporary Challenges

summary: This panel will address both theoretical and practical issues in regulating   
professional conduct in different settings.  Topics will include the challenges  
of  ethical assessment, as well as ethical issues that arise in intellectual property 
claims, sec compliance, and other corporate litigation contexts.

 Panelists: 
 Anthony V. Alfieri, Professor of  Law, university of  miami school of  Law, u.s.

 Michele DeStefano Beardslee, associate Professor of  Law, university of  miami school of    
  Law, u.s.; Paper: “The sec’s unofficial stance on compliance Departments: To   
  comply or not comply?”

 *Adrian Evans, associate Professor, monash university school of  Law, australia;    
  Paper: “ ’ethics’ assessment for Lawyers: a reasonable response to misbehaviour   
  or an oppressive regulatory initiative?”

 William Gallagher, associate Professor of  Law, golden gate university school of  Law, u.s.;   
  Paper: “strategic intellectual Property Litigation: an empirical study of  everyday   
  Legal ethics in the enforcement of  intellectual Property claims”

 Michael Santoro, associate Professor, rutgers university business school, u.s.; 
  Paper:  “beyond the mcnulty memorandum: The burgeoning role of  government in  
  attorney-client relations”

 8D:  The Case for Ethics in a Context of Change

summary: This panel will explore the challenges of  sustaining ethical values in times of    
economic pressure and changing conditions of  practice.

 Panelists:
 Linda Baxter, Director, continuing Professional Development, Leo cullen institute, australia;  
  Paper: “Practising Lawyers, budgets and ethics: Persuading Lawyers that ethics is   
  good business”

 Judith Dickson, Director, Practical Training course, Leo cullen institute, australia;
  Paper:  “Practising Lawyers, budgets and ethics: Persuading Lawyers that ethics is  
  good business”

 *Kim Economides, Professor of  Law; Director, Legal issues centre, university of  otago, 
  new Zealand; Paper: “new challenges for ethical Lawyering”

 Julian Webb, Professor of  Legal education; Director, uK centre for Legal education,   
  university of  Warwick school of  Law, uK; Paper: “Lawyering in Liquid Times: 
  Values and Professionalism in an age of  uncertainty”

 8E: Restrictions on Practice and Cross-Jurisdictional Boundaries

summary: This panel will explore the regulation of  cross jurisdictional practice in an   
increasingly global legal market. 

 Panelists:
 Dubravka Aksamovic, assistant Professor, university of  osijek, croatia; 
  Paper: “eu integration and its impacts on the Legal Profession: The right to   
  Practice Law in the eu”

 Carol Needham, Professor of  Law, saint Louis university school of  Law, u.s.; 
  Paper: “cross-border Legal Practice: an evaluation of  Licensing requirements and  
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  restrictions on multijurisdictional Practice”

 *John P. Sahl, Professor of  Law; faculty Director, miller-becker institute for     
  Professional responsibility, university of  akron school of  Law, u.s.;    
  Paper addressing lawyers crossing borders

 
 8F: Teaching Judgment and Moral Engagement

summary: This panel will consider ways that legal education could better prepare lawyers for 
the exercise of  moral judgment in legal practice.  specific attention will be paid to 
the lessons that law schools can draw from the experiences and mistakes of    
medical educators, as well as a proposed teaching model to prepare law students 
for decision making in large organizational practices.

 Panelists:
 *Kath Hall, senior Lecturer in Law, australian national university college of   Law; Paper:   
  “educating Lawyers on ethical Decision making in organisational contexts”

 Vivien Holmes, senior Lecturer, Legal Workshop, australian national university college   
  of  Law; 
  Paper: “educating Lawyers on ethical Decision making in organisational contexts”

 Emily Hughes, associate Professor of  Law, Washington university Law school, u.s.; 
  Paper: “Teaching Judgment”

 
 8G: The Duty of Loyalty and Competing Interests, Part II 

summary: This panel will offer cross-cultural perspectives on regulating lawyers’ ethical   
obligations in various practice settings in the uK, south africa, and australia. 

 Panelists:
 *Richard Devlin, Professor, schulich school of  Law, Dalhousie university, canada

 Joan Loughrey, senior Lecturer, school of  Law, university of  Leeds, uK; 
  Paper: “client identity and the english corporate Lawyer”

 Freddy Mnyongani, senior Lecturer, university of  south africa school of  Law;    
  Paper: “Lawyering beyond the client: some Perspectives from south africa”

 Joanne Stagg-Taylor, barrister of  supreme court of  Queensland and high court of     
  australia; Legal Practice centre of  griffith university, australia; Paper: “Lawyers’   
  business: conflicts of  Duties arising from Lawyers’ business models”

3:15-5:00pm    Session #9 -- Plenary

 
 9A: Neuroscience and Moral Cognition

summary: This panel will look at recent developments in neuroscience and what they can   
tell us about lawyers’ moral reasoning. 

 Panelists: 
 Daniel Bartels, columbia university, u.s.

 Jana Schaich Borg, stanford university, u.s.

 John Mikhail, Professor of  Law, georgetown Law center, u.s.

 *Milton C. Regan, Professor of  Law; co-Director, center for the study of  the Legal    
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  Profession, georgetown Law center, u.s.

 9B:  Jurisprudence and Legal Ethics

summary: This panel will discuss jurisprudential issues related to legal ethics. Questions  
to be addressed will include: (1) whether and how jurisprudential commitments 

 translate into approaches to legal ethics; (2) what the rule of  law means to the 
profession; and (3) the extent of  the connection between political philosophy and 
legal ethics.  

 Panelists:
 Tim Dare, associate Professor, Department of  Philosophy, university of  auckland, new   
  Zealand

 Katherine Kruse, Professor of  Law, university of  nevada Las Vegas, William s. boyd school   
  of  Law, u.s.

 *David Luban, frederick J. haas Professor of  Law & Philosophy, georgetown Law center, u.s. 

 Stephen L. Pepper, Professor, university of  Denver sturm college of  Law, u.s.

 William H. Simon, arthur Levitt Professor of  Law; everett b. birch Professor in Professional   
  responsibility, columbia Law school, u.s.

 Brad Wendel, Professor of  Law, cornell university Law school, u.s.

 Alice Woolley, associate Professor, faculty of  Law, university of  calgary, canada


